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Science for golf putting.

NEUROSCIENCE PROGRAMS ONLINE
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What follows is a cherry-picked collection of videos from online that constitute a reasonable resource for getting up to date as an interested spectator in the new world of brain
science. The links open the videos in your browser for online viewing.
As a framework for digesting this material, the following skeletal overview is offered:
1. Of the two forms of life -- plants and animals -- plants do not move whereas all animals
move.
2. No plants have a brain but all animals require a brain.
3. The two primary purposes of the brain are homeostasis for earthship-body and movement that is a) safe without injury or pain, and b) effective.
4. The mechanism by which the brain mediates between the indifferent and constant
world-as-it-is and the singular human body of which the brain is integrally a part is that
the brain “connects” the constant facts of the world-as-it-is with the body in terms of action responses to repeatedly encountered factual situations.
5. The connecting is simply associational wiring in the same manner that a path from the
woods to the waterhole becomes well-defined by wear.
6. Movement processes are almost completely non-conscious, that is: the brain processes
proceed without conscious intervention and in fact are completed well before the conscious processes might intervene.
7. The role of the conscious mind in movement is essentially limited to intention / goal
formation and maintenance and directing attention and focus to the relevant cues of the
world as it is and the current body state with the intentionality to act effectively.
8. However, in the matter of learning a specific skill such as the setup-stroke-timing action
of a straight putting stroke with good timing and distance control, there is an initial role
of the conscious mind in understanding and inCORPOrating the “know-how” of what
movement causes what result into the body.
9. The brain is not a computer and is not separate from the body and its environment, and
perception is not separate from movement, but the environment and the goal both
shape and condition the perceptions, and the expectations and movement capabilities
also shape the perceptions, and the perceptions obviously shape and guide the formulation and execution of the goal-directed movement.
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10. Deliberate practice is little more than mindfully exploring specific skills to comprehend and incorporate into the body the cause-and-effect relationship among movements
and results.
11. Permanent improvement in skill advances by diminishing the magnitude of error under
circumstances that best transfer skill from practice to play.
12. The brain may be viewed as “emotion that defends its habits” with “plausible ratiocination”, and this conscious defensiveness is the chief impediment to positive change.
13. The non-conscious brain best relates the world and the body when there is no past or
future; the past and future are constructs of the conscious mind defending its habits and
clouding perception with pre-existing biases and expectations rather than simply attending to the world-as-it-is.
14. The effective management of the brain for skill is to understand how the non-conscious
brain relates the body to the world and then focus the intentions and perceptual and
movement processes to the task at hand with least interference from the emotions and
the conscious mind.

In light of the above, the following video programs are offered as general discussions of
brain science. To the extent these programs address the issue of consciousness, free will,
religion and spirituality, or medical dysfunctional, they perhaps may be regarded as interesting but largely irrelevant and at best merely indirectly relevant to the perceptual and
movement tasks of golf putting.
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Videos

1. Michael Gazzaniga - The Distributed Networks of Mind
The second in a series of Gifford Lectures by Professor Michael Gazzaniga. Recorded 13
October, 2009 at the Playfair Library Hall, the University of Edinburgh.
Our brains are organised in such a fashion that very little of the processing, which is to say
neural work, goes on in our conscious minds.
Any simple act, such as pointing to your nose, involves forming the desire to touch your
nose, planning a motor response, gathering information about the location of your nose,
calculating in a flash if you want to bring attention to your nose and so on.
All that information is gathered and processed and leads to the desired action, and yet little or none of it is done consciously.
Even more daunting is the fact that how the brain accomplishes such a simple task is utterly beyond scientific understanding at this point in time.
While textbooks are full of knowledge about the specific neurons involved—the areas in
the brain that are active during such specific actions and even areas known to be active
with intention to act—no one knows how it actually works.

2. Michael Gazzaniga - The Interpreter
The third in a series of Gifford Lectures by Professor Michael Gazzaniga. Recorded 15 October, 2009 at the Playfair Library Hall, the University of Edinburgh.
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The interpreter is the device we humans enjoy that provides us with the capacity to see the
meanings behind patterns of our emotions, behavior and thoughts. This concept is central
to understanding the relationship between our brain and our strong sense of self. In a way,
it is the device that liberates us from our automatic ways spelled out in Lecture 1 and 2.
The interpreter constructs the sense that there is a me arising out of the ongoing neuronal
chatter in the brain and making all of life’s moment-to-moment decisions. Our compelling
sense of being a unified self armed with volition, deployable attention and self-control is
the handiwork of the interpreter, for it brings coherence to a brain that is actually a vastly
parallel and distributed system. This view stands in contrast to much neuroscientific theorizing or existential musing about our unified, coherent nature. In most models of brain
and cognitive mechanism, one can identify, as Marvin Minsky once said, the box that
makes all the decisions.

3. Michael Gazzaniga - The Social Brain
The fifth in a series of Gifford Lectures by Professor Michael Gazzaniga. Recorded 20 October, 2009 at the Playfair Library Hall, the University of Edinburgh.
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4. Charles Limb: The Neuroscience of Creativity
http://www.ted.com Musician and researcher Charles Limb wondered how the brain works
during musical improvisation -- so he put jazz musicians and rappers in an fMRI to find
out. What he and his team found has deep implications for our understanding of creativity
of all kinds.

5. Gero Miesenboeck reengineers a brain
http://www.ted.com In the quest to map the brain, many scientists have attempted the incredibly daunting task of recording the activity of each neuron. Gero Miesenboeck works
backward -- manipulating specific neurons to figure out exactly what they do, through a
series of stunning experiments that reengineer the way fruit flies percieve light.

6. Heribert Watzke: The Brain in Your Gut
http://www.ted.com Did you know you have functioning neurons in your intestines -about a hundred millions of them? Food scientist Heribert Watzke tells us about the "hidden brain" in our gut and the surprising things it makes us feel.
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7. VS Ramachandran: The neurons that shaped civilization
http://www.ted.com Neuroscientist Vilayanur Ramachandran outlines the fascinating functions of mirror neurons. Only recently discovered, these neurons allow us to learn complex social behaviors, some of which formed the foundations of human civilization as we
know it.

8. Intersubjectivity and Mirror Neurons
Marco Iacoboni, M.D., Ph.D., discusses data on mirror neurons that suggest that their role
in intersubjectivity may be more accurately described as allowing interdependence. This
interdependence shapes the social interactions between people. where the concrete encounter between self and other becomes shared existential meaning that connects them
deeply. Series: "M.I.N.D. Institute Lecture Series on Neurodevelopmental Disorders" [6/
2008] [Health and Medicine] [Show ID: 14664]

9. 40/40 Vision Lecture: Neurology and the Passion for Art
Why is it that great works of art seem to have a universal appeal, transcending cultural and
geographic boundaries? V.S. Ramachandran, director of UCSD's Center for Brain and Cognition has studied how the brain perceives works of art and thinks he may know the answer to this intriguing question. Series: "40/40 Vision Lectures (UCSD Faculty Lecture Series)" [11/2000] [Science] [Show ID: 5224]
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10. Synaesthesia in Mystical Traditions
Experiences in which the senses are intermingled in usual ways are a common motif in the
descriptions that mystics provide of their unordinary sensory experiences. This workshop
examines the phenomenon of synaesthesia from a multi-disciplinary perspective in order
to advance our understanding of the relationship between synaesthesia, metaphor, creativity, and religious and artistic practices. Series: "Humanitas" [3/2008] [Humanities] [Show
ID: 13191]
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11. Brain Mind and Behavior: Defining the Mind
Take a look into our current understanding of the function of the human brain and some of
the important diseases that cause nervous system dysfunction. On this edition, Dr. Sophia
Vinogradov of the San Francisco Veterans Affairs Medical Center explores the mixing of
visual perception, emotion, and memory and the interplay of the different functions of the
brain. Series: "UCSF Mini Medical School for the Public" [10/2007] [Health and Medicine]
[Show ID: 13029]

12. Henry Markram: Supercomputing the brain's secrets
http://www.ted.com Henry Markram says the mysteries of the mind can be solved -- soon.
Mental illness, memory, perception: they're made of neurons and electric signals, and he
plans to find them with a supercomputer that models all the brain's 100,000,000,000,000
synapses.

13. R Beau Lotto - Seeing Myself See
Experimental neuroscientist Beau Lotto shows how our perception and conception of the
world reflects our past physical, social and cultural interactions.
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14. Beau Lotto: Optical illusions show how we see
http://www.ted.com Beau Lotto's color games puzzle your vision, but they also spotlight
what you can't normally see: how your brain works. This fun, first-hand look at your own
versatile sense of sight reveals how evolution tints your perception of what's really out
there.

15. Tom Wujec on 3 ways the brain creates meaning
http://www.ted.com Information designer Tom Wujec talks through three areas of the brain
that help us understand words, images, feelings, connections. In this short talk from TEDU,
he asks: How can we best engage our brains to help us better understand big ideas?

16. Daniel Kahneman: The riddle of experience vs. memory
http://www.ted.com Using examples from vacations to colonoscopies, Nobel laureate and
founder of behavioral economics Daniel Kahneman reveals how our "experiencing selves"
and our "remembering selves" perceive happiness differently. This new insight has profound implications for economics, public policy -- and our own self-awareness.
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17. Explorations of the Mind: Intuition
Daniel Kahneman is an internationally renowned psychologist whose work spans cognitive psychology, behavioral economics, and the science of well-being. In recognition of
his groundbreaking work on human judgment and decision-making, Kahneman received
the 2002 Nobel Prize. In this program he explores the idea of intuition. Series: "UC Berkeley Graduate Council Lectures" [4/2007] [Humanities] [Show ID: 12301]

18. The Origin of the Human Mind: Brain Imaging and Evolution
UCSD cognitive scientist Martin Sereno takes you on a captivating exploration of the
brain's structure and function as revealed through investigations with new advanced imaging techniques and understandings of evolution. Series: "Grey Matters" [12/2005] [Science] [Show ID: 11186]

19. Split brain behavioral experiments
To reduce the severity of his seizures, Joe had the bridge between his left and right cerebral hemisphers (the corpus callosum) severed. As a result, his left and right brains no
longer communicate through that pathway. Here's what happens as a result.
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20. The Effects of Music on the Brain
The effects of music on the brain from NOVA.

21. Authors@Google: Daniel Levitin
Daniel Levitin visits Google's San Francisco, CA office to discuss his book "The World in
Six Songs: How the Musical Brain Created Human Nature." This event took place on
August 22, 2008, as part of the Authors@Google series.
An unprecedented blend of science and art, Daniel Levitin's debut, This Is Your Brain on
Music, was an extraordinary success. Now in what is being called a tour de force by his
peers, he showcases his audacious theory of "six songs," illuminating how the brain
evolved to play and listen to music in six fundamental forms—for friendship, joy, comfort,
knowledge, religion, and love.
Blending cutting-edge scientific findings with his own sometimes hilarious experiences as
a musician and music-industry professional, Levitin's sweeping study also incorporates
wisdom gleaned from interviews with icons ranging from Sting and Paul Simon to Joni
Mitchell and David Byrne, along with classical musicians, poets, anthropologists, and evolutionary biologists.
Daniel J. Levitin runs the Laboratory for Musical Perception, Cognition, and Expertise at
McGill University. Before becoming a research scientist, he was a record producer and
professional musician. As a producer, he has a number of gold records to his credit, and
has worked on albums by artists such as Stevie Wonder, Steely Dan, Midnight Oil, and kd
lang. He has played professionally with Mel Torme, Blue Oyster Cult, and David Byrne,
and has published extensively in scientific journals such as Science and Neuron and audio
trade journals such as Grammy, Billboard, and Audio.
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22. Music and the Mind
In this edition of "Grey Matters," Aniruddh Patel, of the Neurosciences Institute, discusses
what music can teach us about the brain, and what brain science, in turn, can reveal
about music. Series: "Grey Matters" [4/2006] [Science] [Show ID: 11189]

23. Authors@Google: Alva Noe
Alva Noe visits Google's San Francisco, CA office to discuss his book "Out of Our Heads:
Why You Are Not Your Brain, and Other Lessons from the Biology of Consciousness." This
event took place on April 16, 2009, as part of the Authors@Google series.
The notion that consciousness is confined to the brain, like software in a computer, has
dominated science and philosophy for close to two centuries. Yet, according to this incisive review of contemporary neuroscience from Berkeley philosopher Nöe, the analogy is
deeply flawed. In eight illuminating, mercifully jargon-free chapters, he defines what scientists really know about consciousness and makes a strong case that mind and awareness
are processes that arise during a dynamic dance with the observers surroundings. Nöe begins with a sharp critique of scientists, such as DNA co-discoverer Francis Crick, who insist that nothing but neurons determines our daily perceptions and sense of self. He then
examines studies of human and animal behavior that demonstrate an inextricable link between identity and environment. Nöe regrettably limits his treatise by ignoring considerable research from transpersonal psychology suggesting that consciousness transcends
physicality altogether. Still, the resulting book is an invaluable contribution to cognitive
science and the branch of self-reflective philosophy extending back to Descartes famous
maxim, I think, therefore I am.
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24. The Origin of the Brain
The human brain contains over 100 billion neurons, and roughly 1 quintillion synapses.
But how did it all get started? How did the first nervous systems, the first brains evolve?
How did a bunch of simple cells evolve into a biological computer?
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25. How Your Brain Can Turn Anxiety into Calmness
Physician, author, speaker, researcher, and consultant Martin L. Rossman, MD, discusses
how to use the power of the healing mind to reduce stress and anxiety, relieve pain,
change lifestyle habits, and live with more wellness. Series: UCSF Mini Medical School for
the Public [3/2010] [Health and Medicine] [Show ID: 17631]

26. The Neuroscience of Emotions
Google Tech Talks, September 16, 2008
The ability to recognize and work with different emotions is fundamental to psychological
flexibility and well-being. Neuroscience has contributed to the understanding of the neural bases of emotion, emotion regulation, and emotional intelligence, and has begun to
elucidate the brain mechanisms involved in emotion processing. Of great interest is the
degree to which these mechanisms demonstrate neuroplasticity in both anatomical and
functional levels of the brain.
Speaker: Dr. Phillippe Goldin

27. Cognitive Neuroscience of Mindfulness Meditation
Google Tech Talks, February, 28 2008
Mindfulness meditation, one type of meditation technique, has been shown to
P u t t i n g Z o n e!
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enhance emotional awareness and psychological flexibility as well as induce
well-being and emotional balance. Scientists have also begun to examine how
meditation may influence brain functions. This talk will examine the
effect of mindfulness meditation practice on the brain systems in which
psychological functions such as attention, emotional reactivity, emotion
regulation, and self-view are instantiated. We will also discuss how
different forms of meditation practices are being studied using
neuroscientific technologies and are being integrated into clinical
practice to address symptoms of anxiety, depression, and stress.
Speaker: Philippe Goldin
Philippe is a research
scientist and heads the Clinically Applied Affective Neuroscience group in
the Department of Psychology at Stanford University.

28. "Getting Started" Brain Performance Sports and Movement Training DVD
"In order to successfully teach a student a new skill and truly gain their confidence, an instructor should first understand how the brain learns movement. For years, I have been
asked what I would recommend in order for children to understand the process of how the
brain learns best, and how they can learn, practice and build a basis of skills they can use
for a lifetime. Getting Started is just that—a series of lessons for children that will produce
a foundation of overall coordination and skills. More importantly, learning and practicing
these lessons will improve brain performance! This foundation of skills is ESSENTIAL, because as children progress to learning more difficult, skilled movements, they will have the
knowledge and the physical ability to accelerate their learning by being physically and
mentally prepared, well in advance!" Brian Deiker - AB&C Sports Training abncsports.com
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29. Exercise for the Organisation of Proprioception
Some (maybe all) performance activities require the mobilisation of enormous numbers of
complex integrated activities within the body. Something as simple as crossing the road or
lifting a cup to the lips involves the organised synchronisation of disparate muscle groups,
constant monitoring by somatosensory systems, and detailed dynamic adjustments of balance and posture. If one wanted to 'optimise' a performed activity of any kind, in the playing of a sport for example, or the actions involved in theatrical performance, then one
would need to gain control over these mulitple fine-grained activities and ensure their integration. I very much doubt if this could be done piecemeal, by focussing on one detail at
a time. Instead it would be better to find a way of organising the entire choreography of
sense and motion through the application of some kind of top-down model or metaphor.

30. Conversations with History: Hubert Dreyfus
Host Harry Kreisler welcomes philosopher Hubert Dreyfus for a discussion of why machines cannot become human. In their discussion, they talk about the role of philosophy
in clarifying what it means to be human. Series: Conversations with History [9/2006]
[Humanities] [Science] [Show ID: 11335]

31. La simplexité, un ouvrage d'Alain Berthoz
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« La simplexité, telle que je l'entends, est l'ensemble des solutions trouvées par les organismes vivants pour que, malgré la complexité des processus naturels, le cerveau puisse
préparer l'acte et en projeter les conséquences. Ces solutions sont des principes simplificateurs qui permettent de traiter des informations ou des situations, en tenant compte de
l'expérience passée et en anticipant l'avenir. Ce ne sont ni des caricatures, ni des raccourcis ou des résumés. Ce sont de nouvelles façons de poser les problèmes, parfois au prix de
quelques détours, pour arriver à des actions plus rapides, plus élégantes, plus efficaces. »
Comme le démontre Alain Berthoz dans ce livre profondément original, faire simple n'est
jamais facile ; cela demande d'inhiber, de sélectionner, de lier, d'imaginer pour pouvoir
ensuite agir au mieux. Et si, à notre tour, nous nous inspirions du vivant pour traiter la
complexité qui nous entoure ?
Alain Berthoz est professeur au Collège de France où il codirige le Laboratoire de physiologie de la perception et de l'action. Membre de l'Académie des sciences, il a notamment publié Le Sens du mouvement et La Décision.

32. Regards sur le sport - Alain Berthoz
Extrait d'un entretien entre le philosophe François L'Yvonnet et le neurophysiologiste Alain
Berthoz.

33. Rencontre "Regards sur le sport" avec Michel Serres (1/2)
Rencontre "Regards sur le sport" avec Michel Serres (2/2)
Rencontre autour de la collection DVD "Regards sur le sport" avec les philosophes Michel
Serres, de l'Académie française, Isabelle Queval, maître de conférence à l'université de
Paris V, Pascal Picq, paléoanthropologue, maître de conférence au Collège de France,
Georges Vigarello, historien, directeur d'études à l'EHESS et François L'Yvonnet, philosophe, modérateur de ce rendez-vous à la Fnac Montparnasse, le 3 février 2009.
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34. UCF In Print - Dr. Shaun Gallagher
UCF philosophy professor Shaun Gallagher explains how quickly baby's can imitate their
mother's facial gestures, as outlined in his book "The Body Shapes the Mind. (2005)

35. Minimal Sense of Body and Minimal Sense of Self
La mente fenomenologica | The Phenomenological Mind
26-27-28 Gennaio | January 2010
From the omonimous book of Shaun Gallagher and Dan Zahavi
(Routledge 2008; Cortina Editore 2009)
Minimal Sense of Body and Minimal Sense of Self
Corrado Sinigaglia, Università degli Studi di Milano

36. Dan Zahavi on Social Cognition and Empathy
La mente fenomenologica | The Phenomenological Mind
26-27-28 Gennaio | January 2010
From the omonimous book of Shaun Gallagher and Dan Zahavi
(Routledge 2008; Cortina Editore 2009)
Empathy, embodiment and interpersonal understanding
Dan Zahavi, University of Copenhagen
Go to the site: http://www.phenomenologylab.eu to see the integral version
P u t t i n g Z o n e!
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37. David Lynch: Consciousness, Creativity and the Brain
The inside story on transcending the brain, with David Lynch, Award-winning film director
of Blue Velvet, Twin Peaks, Mullholland Drive, Inland Empire (filming); John Hagelin,
Ph.D., Quantum physicist featured in "What the bleep do we know?;" and Fred Travis,
Ph.D., Director, Center for Brain, Consciousness and Cognition Maharishi University of
Management. [events] [artshumanities] Credits: producers:UC Berkeley Educational Technology Services, speaker:David Lynch, speaker:John Hagelin, Ph.D., speaker:Fred Travis,
Ph.D.

38. Neuroscience Research at Salk Institute, San Diego
Terrence J. Sejnowski and David Eagleman from the Neurobiology Lab explain their research on the human brain and the perception of vision and sound, the binding problem
and the flash-lag effect.

39. Antonio Damasio. Brain and mind: from medicine to society. 1/2
Antonio Damasio-Brain and mind: from medicine to society. 2/2
Conferència "Brain and mind: from medicine to society", a càrrec d'Antonio Damasio,
catedràtic de Neurociència i de Psicologia i premi Príncep d'Astúries de Ciències l'any
2005.
P u t t i n g Z o n e!
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40. When Emotions Make Better Decisions - Antonio Damasio
Complete video at: http://fora.tv/2009/07/04/Antonio_Dam...
Antonio Damasio, noted researcher and professor of neuroscience at USC, explains how
emotions are integral to decision-making. He discusses his experiences working with people with brain damage who are unable to decide things as simple as where to go to dinner.

41. Mystery of the Mind
Roundtable discussion featuring Gianfranco Basti, Ned Block, Richard Haier, Joseph LeDoux, Patrick McGrath, and Craig Piers

42. Speaking of Science Series - Joseph LeDoux: Replacing Fear Memories
Video from the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH). The human brain goes through
a complex process to form and consolidate memories. But is it possible to replace memories of fearful events, and in doing so, assist in the treatment of patients suffering from the
debilitating effects of post-traumatic stress disorder or other anxiety disorders? Dr. Joseph
LeDoux and a team of New York University neuroscientists think they have found a way to
replace traumatic memories through therapy.
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43. Joseph LeDoux on The Emotional Brain
Professor Joseph LeDoux talks about his book, The Emotional Brain.

44. Building the Brain: From Simplicity to Complexity
What are the mechanisms by which neurons differentiate to achieve the spectacular complexity of the brain? Join UCSD's Nick Spitzer as he explains what we know about this
process. Series: "Grey Matters" [3/2005] [Science] [Show ID: 9268]

45. Frontiers of the Brain and Nervous System
UCSF Mini Medical School presents Stephen L. Hauser, MD, a neuroimmunologist specializing in the multiple sclerosis (MS), a disease that affects the central nervous system.
Series: "UCSF Mini Medical School for the Public" [9/2005] [Health and Medicine] [Show
ID: 9931]
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46. The Origin of the Human Mind: Brain Imaging and Evolution
UCSD cognitive scientist Martin Sereno takes you on a captivating exploration of the
brain's structure and function as revealed through investigations with new advanced imaging techniques and understandings of evolution. Series: "Grey Matters" [12/2005] [Science] [Show ID: 11186]

47. From Brain Dynamics to Consciousness: How Matter Becomes Imagination, UCLA
Jacob Marschak Memorial Lecture by Nobel Laureate Gerald Edelman.

48. Consciousness & Neurophilosophy (Gerald Edelman)
Dr. Gerald Edelman, Nobel Prize winner in Medicine, Founder and Director of the Neurosciences Institute and Chair of Neurobiology at the Scripps Research Institute discusses:
the brain, consciousness, Neural Darwinism, the theory of neuronal group selection
(TNGS), and reentrant feedback connections.
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49. Gerald Edelman talks to Basil Gelpke: Simple words and deep meanings
Gerald Edelman on the brain, spirituality and evolution
This Interview with Gerald Edelman was recorded October 14, 2010
www.menschzweinull.com has more - unfortunately it's in German

50. Conversations with History: Christof Koch
Host Harry Kreisler welcomes neurobiologist Christof Koch for a discussion of what biology can tell us about consciousness. He discusses the framework for defining the problem
which he developed with Nobel Laureate Francis Crick. He reflects on the ongoing revolution in our understanding of the brain and how technology is impacting the transformation
of our neuronal correlates of consciousness. He also discusses the implications of his research for our understanding of man's place in the universe. Series: "Conversations with
History" [7/2006] [Science] [Show ID: 11698]

51. The Quest for Consciousness: A Neurobiological Approach
Acclaimed neuroscientist Christof Koch is renowned for his contributions to the quest for
understanding the underlying mechanisms of consciousness. During a celebrated, sixteenyear collaboration with Francis Crick, he developed a pioneering account of the bases of
visual perception, attention, and consciousness. [8/2006] [Science] [Show ID: 11508]
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52. How Do We Predict the Future: Brains Rewards and Addiction
In this fascinating presentation, The Salk Institute's Terry Sejnowski explores how by its nature the human brain is susceptible to the effects of addictive substances. Series: "Grey
Matters" [6/2005] [Science] [Show ID: 9270]

53. Controlling the Brain with Light (Karl Deisseroth, Stanford University)
Karl Deisseroth is pioneering bold new treatments for depression and other psychiatric
diseases. By sending pulses of light into the brain, Deisseroth can control neural activity
with remarkable precision. In this short talk, Deisseroth gives an thoughtful and aweinspiring overview of his Stanford University lab's groundbreaking research in "optogenetics".

54. Building a Circuit-Diagram for the Brain (Jennifer Raymond, Stanford University)
Jennifer Raymond (Stanford University) is building a "wiring diagram" for the brain. By
bridging the gap between individual synapses and whole-brain learning & memory, Raymond's research offers new insights and strategies for medical rehabilitation and K-12
education.
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55. Richard O. Brown: The Neuroscience of Nothing
Richard O. Brown, Staff Neuroscientist at The Exploratorium, talks about the interaction
between mind and matter and visual perception. He talks about and illustrates with fascinating visuals three concepts: 1. There is nothing out there and we perceive nothing which
he feels comes closest to blackness. 2. There is something out there and we can't perceive
it, which comes closest to invisibility. 3. There is nothing out there and we're still experiencing or perceiving something. Series: "Voices" [8/2001] [Humanities] [Science] [Show
ID: 5947]

56. Structural and Functional Neuroimaging of the Amygdala
An overview of neuroimaging research involving the amygdala as it relates to attempts to
understand the neuropathology of autism. Series: "M.I.N.D. Institute Lecture Series on
Neurodevelopmental Disorders" [12/2006] [Health and Medicine] [Professional Medical
Education] [Show ID: 12034]

57. Self-Improving Artificial Intelligence
October 24, 2007 lecture by Steve Omohundro for the Stanford University Computer Systems Colloquium (EE 380). Steve presents fundamental principles that underlie the operation of "self-improving systems," i.e., computer software and hardware that improve themselves by learning from their own operations.
P u t t i n g Z o n e!
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58. How Your Brain Can Turn Anxiety into Calmness
Physician, author, speaker, researcher, and consultant Martin L. Rossman, MD, discusses
how to use the power of the healing mind to reduce stress and anxiety, relieve pain,
change lifestyle habits, and live with more wellness. Series: UCSF Mini Medical School for
the Public [3/2010] [Health and Medicine] [Show ID: 17631]

59. Psychiatry: Brain Mind and Behavior: Emotions and Health
Take a look into our current understanding of the function of the human brain and some of
the important diseases that cause nervous system dysfunction. On this edition, Jason Satterfield, director of behavioral medicine at UCSF, explores the emotions and health and
the promise of mind-body medicine. Series: "UCSF Mini Medical School for the Public"
[10/2007] [Health and Medicine] [Show ID: 13033]

60. Evolution of Mind and Brain
Dr. Anna Dornhaus is Assistant Professor, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the University of Arizona. Her lecture was given on March 9, 2010, as part of the College of Science
Mind and Brain Lecture Series. http://cos.arizona.edu/mind/
What does anybody need a brain for? Brains are energetically expensive to make and to
use, and susceptible to making mistakes. Accordingly, not learning, i.e. sticking to an inP u t t i n g Z o n e!
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nate or random strategy, is often the best thing to do. Still, humans and other animals display sophisticated learning and cognition. Recent research shows that each animal has
specific learning abilities and lacks others according to its environment and evolutionary
history. Understanding what different brains are used for can help us understand why they
evolved.

61. Pain and the Brain
Take a look into our current understanding of the function of the human brain and some of
the important diseases that cause nervous system dysfunction. On this edition, Allan Basbaum, UCSF department of anatomy, explores pain and the brain. Series: "UCSF Mini
Medical School for the Public" [10/2007] [Health and Medicine] [Show ID: 13074]

62. Understanding the Brain: A work in progress - Professor Keith Kendrick
How billions of interconnected cells in the brain can interpret and regulate all our bodily
functions as well as mediate our experiences of interactions with and responses to the
world around us is a huge and fascinating question that many different disciplines have
attempted to tackle. This lecture will consider what we have learned so far about the principles of neural encoding and how they may begin to explain our memories, emotions and
conscious awareness.
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63. The Heart-Brain Connection: The Neuroscience of Social, Emotional, and Academic
Learning
Neuroscientist Richard Davidson presents his research on how social and emotional learning can affect the brain. Read more about the topic, including how to use social and emotional learning to stop bullying, on our Edutopia website:
http://www.edutopia.org/social-emotional-learning

64. Introduction to Neuroscience I
(April 21, 2010) Nathan Woodling and Anthony Chung-Ming Ng give a broad overview of
the field of neuroscience and how it relates to human biology. They discuss the different
lobes of the brain and the cells within as well as neuropharmacology and re-uptake.

65. Introduction to Neuroscience II
(April 23, 2010) Patrick House discusses memories and how they are formed. Dana Turker
then lectures about the autonomic nervous system and its functions.
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66. Learning and Memory: How it Works and When it Fails
(March 9, 2010) Frank Longo, MD, PhD, George and Lucy Becker Professor, discusses the
intricacy human mind and how different types of memory and memory loss function.

67. Delusion of the Brain (pt. 1)
National Geographic presentation on perceptual illusions as indicating underlying brain
processes. (11:18).
Delusions of the Brain (pt. 2)
Delusions of the Brain (pt. 3)
Delusions of the Brain (pt. 4)

68. Medical neuroscience - Somatosensory pathways
This is a brief (well... 40 min) video that describes the somatosensory tracts from the body
back to the cortex. The dorsal column-medial lemniscal system and anterolateral system
are discussed along with some spinal cord lesions.

69. Medical Neuroscience - Motor pathways
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70. Brain Anatomy 1 - Gross Cortical Anatomy (Lateral Surface)
This tutorial is the first in a series on the anatomy of the cortex. This video looks specifically at the gross anatomy of the lateral surface of the brain. Functional anatomy is addressed in the next video. For more entirely FREE medical tutorials and their accompanying PDFs, visit http://www.handwrittentutorials.com

71. Brain Anatomy 2 - Functional Cortical (Lateral Surface)
This tutorial is the second in the series on the anatomy of the cortex. This video looks specifically at the Brodmann Areas and functional anatomy of the lateral surface of the brain.
The medial surface of the the hemispheres are discussed in the next two videos. For more
entirely FREE medical tutorials and their accompanying PDFs, visit
http://www.handwrittentutorials.com

72. Brain Anatomy 3 - Gross Cortical Anatomy (Medial Surface)
This tutorial is the third in the series on the anatomy of the cortex. This video looks specifically at the gross anatomy - ie. Gyri and Sulci - of the medial aspect of a hemisphere of
the brain. The functional anatomy is covered in the next video. For more entirely FREE
medical tutorials and their accompanying PDFs, visit http://www.handwrittentutorials.com
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73. Brain Anatomy 4 - Functional Cortical Anatomy (Medial Surface)
This tutorial is the fourth in the series on the anatomy of the cortex. This video looks specifically at the functional anatomy and associated Brodmann Areas of the medial aspect of
a hemisphere of the brain. For more entirely FREE medical tutorials visit
http://www.handwrittentutorials.com

Interactive Biology TV: 21 videos 74-94

74.

75.

76.

4:55 063 The Divisions of the Nervous System

2:46 025 The 4 Lobes of the Cerebrum and their functions

8:20 068 The Anatomy and Function of the Cerebellum
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77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

4:34 067 The Anatomy and Functions of the Occipital and Temporal Lobes

6:33 066 The Anatomy and Function of the Parietal Lobe

11:28 065 The Anatomy and Functions of the Frontal Lobe

4:53 026 The Function of the Cerebellum

2:03 027 The 3 parts of the brain stem and their functions

2:53 028 The Thalamus and Hypothalamus
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83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

3:04 029 A General Overview of How Senses Work

10:49 030 How Eyes Work - An Introduction

12:09 031 How Rods and Cones respond to Light

11:33 032 Visual Processing in the Retina

7:12 033 The Receptive Field of a Ganglion Cell

5:24 034 How Lateral Inhibition enhances Visual Edges
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89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

7:20 035 On Center, Off Surround Ganglion Cells

4:36 046 How Adrenaline and Acetylcholine Affect Heart Rate

7:02 024 How Myelin Sheaths speed up the Action Potential

5:01 021 The Mechanism of Addiction

23:04 Following Digestion of a Meal

24:41 The Endocrine System
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NEW AGE BRAIN APPROACHES
The following videos are not neuroscience, but illustrate how the “margin” at least runs
with the new. Most people are still stuck in the 1970s and 1980s. This is not to say there is
nothing legitimate to these phenomena -- just that the non-science based explanations are
embarrassingly ignorant and the language of explanation sounds plausible since something is really happening, but the ignorant language is very misleading.

95. Are You Right or Left Brain?
Here is a fun optical illusion that will test whether you are a right brain or a left brain
thinker.

96. THE REAL right brain vs left brain test.

97. A Quick Left-Right Brain Quick Test

98. Are you a psychopath ? A simple and real test.
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99. Right-Brain Meditation

100. Brain Balance Self-Muscle Testing
Dr. Karen Kan describes in detail how you can learn to do muscle testing on yourself and
how she tests her own "brain balance". She will demonstrate how to practice testing yourself and then how you can test your own brain balance. If you're brain balance is incorrect, she will show you how to correct it with LifeWave Patches. NB: Sort of a “Ouija
Board” with your brain balance. Notice “hydration” for validity; others say formula is:
ounces of water per day = body weight in pounds / 2; e.g., 140 pounds requires 70 ounces
(1 gallon is 64 ounces) per day. This is also an “energy field” notion, so electromagnetic
factors can influence the field, so they say, hence the “LifeWave Patch.” There is also an
“accupuncture” layer in this.

101. Self Muslce Testing.mpg
Dr. John D'Amanda shows several easy ways to self muscle test. All the answers to your
questions are literally at your fingertips.
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102. Muscle Testing & Applied Kinesiology Demonstration 1, Austin Chiropractor
Dr. Kuykendall about chiropractic and applied kinesiology shows how you can use muscle
testing and applied kinesiology techniques to improve the function of a persons body and
mind.

103-132. Lateralization of Brain Function
Lateralization of brain function 1-10 of 30 A series of 30 videos on left-right brain lateralization (mostly new-age and a bit silly or “thin” on the neuroscience):

103

104

10:12 Right Brain vs Left Brain: A very interesting educational video that explain
the difference between Left and Right Brain. NB: This video is the only one that is
real neuroscience. The remaining 29 are New Age.

3:10 Left Brain Vs Right Brain Education: Government and Law have suppressed the
feminine in society and pushed people into left brain thinking. This is from the
movie Esoteric Agenda a film by Ben Stewart.
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105

106

107

108

109

110

4:01Simulacra to Enhance Right Brain Function,Thomas Sheridan: Get back to
looking at shapes in clouds.

1:13 Handedness vs. Brain Lateralization, Alyssa, Harini, and Brittany :)

5:23 Left Brain vs Right Brain: Being a Neurologically- Based Doctor, one of the
biggest questions I get asked is "What does the Right and Left Brain do?"

10:01Hemispheric Lateralization

2:46 Left and right brain differences in learning.m4v: AchievementInMind, this
video looks at the difference in the way the left and right brain process information.

4:18 The Left Brain Right Brain Test
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111

112

113

114

115

4:19 Left Brain - Right Brain: From 0 to age 5 your childs cognitive skills will increase six fold. Do you know whether that development is right- brain or left- brain
oriented?

7:20 Your Brain on Electronic Music, DJ Vespers: http://vespers.ca/free/ In this video
we explore the left and right sides of the brain and how they are both working together ...

5:13 Balancing the Right and Left Brain I: Genie Z. Laborde: Three Minutes a Day
To Balance Your Brain - The Introductory Modules of "Tap Your Right Brain with
Skills"

3:49 Balancing Your Right and Left Brain II: Genie Z. Laborde, Ph.D. describes the
difference between right and left brain processing.

3:30 How is Your brain Wired for Learning?.m4v: This video from
www.achievementinmind.com/ilp introduces some of the theories of brain organisation and the impact stress in the classroom can have on it.
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116

117

118

119

120

3:43 Dr. Dan Siegel- On Integrating the Two Hemispheres of Our Brains: PsychAlive 10,719 views 2 years ago Why is it so important to "integrate" our emotional right brain with our logical left brain?

18:47 David Icke - THE IMAGINATION OF OURSELVES. (Left Brain Version), From
David Icke's Turning of the Tide 1996 http://www.davidicke.com

3:03 How We Activate the Left and Right Brain: Michelle A. Payton shares how we
activate the left and right brain.

3:12 Feminine Deity: Right Brain Creative Consciousness: In its essense, feminine
deity is the anthropomorphic characterization of right brain creative consciousness.

5:03 Left Brain vs. Right Brain Selling: Dave Yoho gives a remarkable example as to
the impact that one's energy level, positioning and language can have on a prospective buyer.
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121

122

123

124

125

5:22 My brain: You right handed people should really take advantage of how profitable being a righty can be.

2:28 Are You Right Brain Dominant? - Melanie West, The Right Side of Learning:
Melanie West, America's Leading Authority on Right Brain Learning, discusses how
to determine if you're right brain dominant.

2:46 Movement-Brain Improvement with Bill Hufschmidt. Ireland Aug2009: Simple
movement experience for developing brain/body coordination.

6:50 The "Brain Video" - Is there a cap on my Intelligence? We may not be born
with the brains of Einstein or da Vinci. Recent research on the brain - the nature of
the brain, how it works ...

1:15 Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain with Betty Edwards: If you have ever
wanted to draw but felt that you had no talent and could probably never learn, this
video is for you.
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126

127

128

129

130

5:14 "Teaching the Right Brain Child" by Dianne Craft: Is learning harder for your
child than it should be? 50% of all children are Right Brain dominant. Teach to their
strength!!

11:29 Teaching Kids English Using Right Brain Sequencing Through Drumming 1:
This is an experiment I tried on all of my classes here in Osaka, Japan. This is an
activity I use to teach 16 brand new vocabulary words to my students.

13:29 Teaching Kids English Using Right Brain Sequencing Through Drumming 2:
This is an experiment I tried on all of my classes here in Osaka, Japan. This is an
activity I use to teach 16 brand new vocabulary words to my students.

13:43 Teaching Kids English Using Right Brain Sequencing Through Drumming 3:
This is an experiment I tried on all of my classes here in Osaka, Japan. This is an
activity I use to teach 16 brand new vocabulary words to my students.

4:26 Left Brain Right Brain: We try to explain how the left right brain relate to your
life. We believe the LR brain interaction is a great illustration of how we were built.
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131

132

8:23 ADHD - Right Brain vs Left Brain: Dr. Erickson, DC discusses why ADHD and
ADD are more often a Right Brain weakness and how therapy needs to focus on
specific brain weaknesses.

3:48 Parent Choice School - Brain Yoga - Activating Right Brain Of Your Kids: How
to activate right brain of your kids with brain gym? It's an example of parent choice
school kid's ability.

For more information, visit the Neuroscience Section of the PuttingZone.com website
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